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Summary

Increasing evidence supports that cancer stem cells (CSCs) are responsible for driving tumor
initiation and maintenance. Zinc-finger E-box binding homeobox 1 (ZEB1) is a transcription
factor for regulating tumor progression, and contributes to maintenance of CSC-like
properties. The goal of the present study is to investigate the effect of decreasing ZEB1
expression on the B16F10 CSC-like properties. The recombinant shRNA targeting ZEB1 were
transfected into melanoma B16F10 cells, and shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs were isolated from
the stable transfected cells using the magnetic-associated cell sorting method. The shZEB1CD133+CD44+ CSC-like properties were systematically analyzed. The results show the B16F10
shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs significantly decreased the ability of clonogenicity, cellular
proliferation, migration, and invasion. Importantly, tumorigenicity and tumor lung metastasis
was significantly inhibited in B16F10 shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs compared with B16F10
scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs. The decrease of ZEB1 expression markedly resulted in downregulation of vimentin and N-cadherin expression as well as up-regulation of E-cadherin
expression in tumor tissues from the mice injected with B16F10 shZEB1-CD44+CD133+ CSCs.
These findings contribute to understanding the maintenance of B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSClike properties that was closely associated with ZEB1 expression. ZEB1 may serve as a new
therapeutic target for treatment of malignant melanoma.
Keywords: Melanoma, cancer stem cells, stem-like properties, RNA interference, zinc finger
E-box-binding protein 1

1. Introduction
Human malignant melanoma is a highly aggressive
and drug-resistant skin cancer that contains cancer
cell subsets with self-renewing cancer stem-like cells
(CSCs). Those cells are considered responsible for tumor
resistance to therapies. The frequency of these cells
in the tumor, however, is still a topic of debate (1-3).
Although increasing study reports were published during
the past decade, which have contributed to the advance
of knowledge in this field, the complex biological
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properties of melanoma CSCs and how to regulate the
properties are still insufficiently understood (4,5).
Accumulating evidence supports the concept that
the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) finishes
the typical phenotype changes of cellular epithelial
(epithelium) and interstitial (mesenchyma) state
conversion in the process of epithelial originated tumor
cells, including breast, prostate, ovarian, colorectal,
pancreatic cancer cells, etc. (6-8). Though melanoma is
not an epithelial originated tumor, it possesses epitheliallike properties through interactions between cancer
cells and tumor microenvironment to bear phenotype
switching (9-11). Moreover, melanoma cells are
characterized by their "stem-like" properties and their
more differentiated progeny, which should be eradicated
to achieve a durable cure for melanoma patients (12).
Recent discoveries have shown that breast epithelial
cells can gain CSC-like properties through an EMT
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program, and residual breast cancer cells following
chemotherapy are enriched in EMT and CSC-like
properties, which allows metastatic CSC colonization
in distant organs (13,14). Zinc-finger E-box binding
homeobox 1 (ZEB1), a transcription factor, is essential
for the physiological processes of differentiation, cell
growth, and cell death (15,16), and plays a key function
in regulating EMT processes of melanoma cells together
with miR-200c feedback loop (5,6,17,18). Thus, ZEB1
function is closely associated with the melanoma
CSC-like property maintenance. For this reason, we
investigated whether decreasing ZEB1 expression would
inhibit the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC-like properties
by altering cellular biological behavior including the
tumorigenicity and metastatic potential. The data from
this study showed that down-regulating ZEB1 expression
in B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs resulted in reduced
cellular self-renewing, tumorigenicity, and metastatic
potential in a mouse model, suggesting that inhibition
of the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC-like properties by
suppression of EMT processes in vitro and in vivo.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cell line and mice
B16F10 murine melanoma cell line is syngeneic in
C57BL/6 mice, ordered from the Cellular Institute of
China in Shanghai. Cells were cultured at 37ºC in 5%
CO2 atmosphere in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10%
fetal bovine serum that contained 100 U/mL penicillin
G sodium and 100 mg/L streptomycin sulfate. C57BL/6
mice 5-6 weeks old were obtained from Yangzhou
University of China. All mice were housed under
pathogen-free conditions and the experiments were
performed in compliance with the guidelines of the
Animal Research Ethics Board of Southeast University.

3,458-3,476 bp of the ZEB1 cDNA sequence. shRNA
sequences are as follows: ZEB1-siRNA: sense, 5′-GA
TCCCCAGGAAGAGGAGGAGGATAATTCAAGA
GATTATCCTCCTCCTCTTCCTTTTTTGGAAA-3′;
antisense, 5′-AGCTTTTCCAAAAAAGGAAGAGG
AGGAGGATAATCTCTTGAATTATCCTCCTCCTC
TT CCTGGG-3′; A pSUPER-EGFP1-scrambled shRNA
(scramble) was used as a negative control. ScramblesiRNA: sense, 5′-GATCCCCTTCTCCGAACGTGTCA
CGTTTCAAGAGAACGTGACACGTTCGGAGAATT
TTTGGAAA-3′; antisense, 5′-AGCTTTCCAAAAATT
CTCCGAACGTGTCACGTTCTCTTGAAACGTGAC
ACGTTCGGAGAAGGG-3′. The nucleotide sequences
underlined contain the restriction endonuclease Bgl II
and Hind III sites, respectively. These recombinants
were verified by analysis of endonuclease digestion and
sequencing.
2.4. Clonal selection, identification and isolation of
CD133+CD44+ cells
The constructed recombinant plasmid shZEB1 were
transfected into B16F10 cells by using LipofectamineTM
2000 reagent (Invitrogen, USA) according to the
manufacturer's protocol. The stably transfected
clones were selected from RPMI containing 800 μg/
mL G418 (Clontech, CA, USA), and cloned into the
cell line by limiting dilution assay. B16F10 shZEB1CD133+CD44+cells or B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+
cells were isolated from the B16F10-shZEB1 cells or
the B16F10 scramble-cells with the magnetic activated
cell sorting (MACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Gladbach,
Germany) method that was performed as described
previously (2,21). The isolated B16F10 shZEB1CD133+CD44+ cells were named for B16F10-shZEB1
CD133 + CD44 + CSCs while B16F10 scrambledCD133 + CD44 + cells were named for B16F10Scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs.

2.2. Short hairpin RNA sequence design
2.5. Colony forming assay
Short hairpin RNA sequences of mouse ZEB1 were
designed based on the ZEB1 DNA sequence (GenBank
NO.NM_011546.3) using siDESIGN software
(Dharmacon, http://www.thermoscientificbio.com/
design-center/) and BLAST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/BLAST) as well as Block-iTTM RNAi Designer
(Invitrogen, Grand island, NY, USA) and were performed
as described previously (17,19).
2.3. Construction of recombinant containing shRNA1
targeting the ZEB1 gene

We investigated the colony formation capability of
B16F10-shZEB1 CD44+CD133+ CSCs. A colony with
a diameter larger than 75 μm or having more than 50
cells was counted as 1 positive colony according to our
previous report (2). The plate clone formation efficiency
was calculated as (number of colony/number of cells
inoculated) × 100%. As control, B16F10 scrambleCD133+CD44+ cells, and B16F10 CD44+CD133+ CSCs
were used in this experiment.
2.6. Proliferative assay

A pSUPER-EGFP1 (enhanced green fluorescent protein
1) vector was used to construct recombinants. The
recombinant pSUPER-EGFP1-ZEB1-shRNA (shZEB1)
was developed as previously described (19,20). The
target sequence for ZEB1 shRNA includes base pairs of

Cell proliferation was measured using a
3-(4,5-dimethylthiaxol-2-yl)-2,5- diphenyltetrazolium
bromide (MTT) assay (St. Louis, Mo, CA, USA).
B16F10-shZEB1 CD133 + CD44 + CSCs, B16F10
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CD44 +CD133 + CSC suspension were respectively
seeded onto a 96-microwell plate (1 × 105/well). The
subsequent steps were performed as described in the
previous report (22).
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of fur, tumor formation and growth in the groups
were monitored every two days by 2-dimensional
measurements of individual tumors from each mouse.
The endpoint for this study was one diameter of tumor
≥ 15 mm, at which point mice were euthanized. The
tumorigenicity experiment was repeated twice (22,26).

2.7. Resistance to chemotherapeutic agents in cells
2.11. Tissue histopathology
1 × 10 4 B16F10-shZEB1 CD133 + CD44 + CSCs or
B16F10 Scramble-CD133 +CD44 + cells or B16F10
CD133+CD44+ CSC suspensions were seeded into a 96well plate with 10 μg/mL epirubicin in each well for 48h
(Baiyunshang Company, Guangdong, China). Cellular
resistance to chemotherapeutic agents was calculated
according to the previous report (23).
2.8. Cell migration assay
To determine the role of down-regulating ZEB1
expression on cellular migration, B16F10-shZEB1
CD133+CD44+ CSCs, B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+
cells, and B16F10 CD133 +CD44 + were used in the
wound healing assay. Briefly, 5 × 105 cells per well
were respectively plated in 6-well plates to form a
monolayer one day before the assay; non-adherent cells
were removed by PBS washing. On the following day,
a uniform scratch was made down the center of the well
using a sterile micropipette tip. The distance traveled by
the cells was measured between the two boundaries of
the cellular area at 0, 12, and 24 h after incubation. Each
experiment was performed in triplicate (24,25).
2.9. Cell invasion assay
Briefly, the transwell inserts with 8 μm pores was
coated with Matrigel (20 μg/well; Becton Dickinson,
Waltham, MA, USA); the different cancer cells were
seeded in the upper chamber in RPMI1640 medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. After
incubation at 37ºC, the cells that invaded the lower
surface of the Matrigel-coated membranes were fixed
with 70% ethanol and stained with trypan blue; cells
from five randomly selected fields were then counted
under a light microscope (24,25).
2.10. In vivo tumorigenicity experiments
The C57BL/6 mice (female, weight: 16-18 g and
age between 5 and 6 weeks) were randomly divided
into three groups of equal size (three per group): the
B16F10-shZEB1 CD133 + CD44 + CSC group, the
B16F10 scrambled-CD133+CD44+ CSC group, and the
B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC group. The back of the
mice were subcutaneously (s.c.) injected with 5 × 105
of the above cells, respectively. Except for observation
of mouse general conditions each day, such as overall
behavior, feeding, body weight and appearance

To evaluate tumor metastases to the lung, lung tissues
were removed from the mice; after the metastatic tumor
nodes were counted the lung tissues were fixed in 10%
formalin and then embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections
of 4 μm thin were cut and mounted on SuperFrost
Plus glass slides; the lung tissue sections were fixed in
methanol and stained in hematoxylin and eosin (HE).
The slides were viewed under a Zeiss Axioplan light
microscope at a magnification of ×100 or 400. Arrows
represent the metastatic melanoma cells (22,27).
2.12. Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry was performed as reported
previously (27,28). Briefly, 4 μm-thin formalin fixed
and paraffin-embedded tumor slides were incubated
with the rabbit anti-mouse/human ZEB1, vimentin, and
E-cadherin, respectively, overnight at 4°C. The antibody
concentration was 1:500. The samples were then labeled
with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin
(Invitrogen, CA, USA), and the chromogenic reaction
was developed by using Liquid DAB Substrate Pack
according to the manufacturer's instructions. The stained
cells from random and non-overlapping fields were
counted under a magnification of ×200.
2.13. Western blot
Approximately 1 × 106 tumor tissue cells were collected
and lysed in the protein extraction buffer (Novagen,
Madison, WI, USA) by following the manufacturer's
protocol. Protein (15 μg/lane) was separated by SDS/
PAGE (12% gels) and transferred onto a nitrocellulose
membrane. The membrane was blocked with saturating
buffer for 1 h at 25ºC, followed by specific antibodies:
the rabbit anti-mouse/human ZEB1, vimentin, and
E-cadherin (Bioworld Technology, USA), respectively,
overnight at 4ºC. The membrane was rinsed for 5 min
with an antibody wash solution 3 times before adding to
it the goat anti-rabbit fluorescence secondary antibody.
Immunoreactive bands were detected by an Odyssey
scanning instrument (LI-COR Odyssey Imaging System,
USA). Protein semi-quantitation was calculated using
Image Lab software developed by Bio-Rad (6,28).
2.14. Statistical analysis
Values of interest were presented as the mean plus or
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minus standard deviation. Statistical comparisons were
performed using the Student's t-test method. Bonferroni
correction was used where multiple comparisons were
made. A p value of < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
3. Results
3.1. Decrease of ZEB1 expression in CD133+CD44+
CSCs reduces its ability for colony formation,
proliferation, drug resistance, migration, and invasion
To understand the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC-like
properties, we first decreased cellular ZEB1 expression
with the RNA interference technique, and then
observed the biological behavior that exhibits stem-like
properties. The results in Figures 1A and 1B show that
B16F10 shZEB1-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs significantly
decreased the colony forming rates in common plate
medium compared with B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs
(19% vs. 53%, p < 0.0005), and B16F10 scrambleCD133 + CD44 + CSCs (19% vs. 48%, p = 0.0043),
respectively; in soft agar medium, the colony forming
rates of B16F10 shZEB1-CD133+ CD44+ CSCs was
also significantly decreased compared with B16F10
CD133+CD44+ CSCs (8.5% vs. 41.5%, p < 0.0001),
and B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs (8.5% vs.
31.9%, p < 0.0003), respectively. Figure 1C shows

that the proliferative activity of B16F10 shZEB1CD133 + CD44 + CSCs dynamically every 24 h as
measured by the OD value was markedly reduced when
compared with B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p < 0.01)
or B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p < 0.05).
Figure 1D shows that drug resistance to epirubicin in
B16F10 shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs was decreased,
which was statistically significant compared with
B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs (41.24% vs. 61.46%, p
= 0.0130) or B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs
(41.24% vs. 59.45%, p = 0.0248).
In addition, the ability of migration and invasion
in B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs with down-regulated
ZEB1expression was significantly inhibited as
compared to control cells. We found in Figures 2A
and 2B that the results at 24 h showed a statistically
significant reduction in wound closures in B16F10
shZEB1-B16F10 CD133 + CD44 + CSCs compared
with B16F10 CD133 +CD44 + CSCs (p = 0.0033) or
B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p = 0.0074).
Consistently, the effect of down- regulated ZEB1
expression on B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC invasive
ability was also inhibited, which was done using
the transwell invasive assay. The representative
photos in Figure 2C show the cell invasive ability
was statistically significantly decreased in B16F10
shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs compared with B16F10
CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p < 0.0001) or B16F10 scramble-

Figure 1. Short hairpin ZEB1-B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs decreases the ability of colony forming, cell proliferation as
well as drug resistance in vitro. (A) The colony forming ratios of B16F10 ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs in plate and
soft agar medium was significantly decreased compared with the ratio in B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs and B16F10 scrambleCD133+CD44+ CSCs. (B) Between-group differences of colony-forming ratios in the plate medium and the soft agar medium; all
the differences were statistically significant. (C) The cell proliferation ability in vitro was detected by MTT assay. At day 8, the
proliferation of B16F10 ZEB1- shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs was significantly inhibited compared with B16F10 CD133+CD44+
CSCs and B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs. (D) Drug resistance to epirubicin (10 μg/mL) in B16F10 ZEB1-shRNACD133 +CD44 + CSCs was significantly reduced compared with B16F10 CD133 +CD44 + CSCs and B16F10 scrambleCD133+CD44+ CSCs; refer to the statistically significant differences as indicated.
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Figure 2. Short hairpin ZEB1-B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs reduces the ability of migration and invasion in vitro. (A) The
wound-healing assay shows that the migration ability in B16F10 ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs was decreased compared
with that of B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs and B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs. (C) The invasive ability of B16F10
ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs was markedly decreased compared with that of B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs and B16F10
scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs in the invasive assay. (B and D) Between- group differences in the healing degree, and in the
invasive cells; all differences were statistically significant; refer to the statistically significant differences as indicated.

Figure 3. The knockdown of ZEB1 in B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs inhibits the tumorigenicity and tumor progression in
mice. (A) The representative images show the tumor sizes stripped from the mice 43 days after mice were injected with the 5
× 105 B16F10 ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs and B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs,
respectively. (B) Tumor growth dynamic state in mice injected with the above different cells. (C) Days of tumor-free mice
injected with the above different cells.

CD133 +CD44 + CSCs (p < 0.0001) when these cells
were cultured for 48 h (Figure 2D).
This findings implied that the maintenance of the
B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC-like properties, including

self-renewal (colony forming and proliferative activity)
and drug resistance as well as metastasis (the ability of
migration and invasion), may mainly depend on ZEB1
expression or not.
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3.2. Decrease of ZEB1 expression in B16F10
CD133 + CD44 + CSCs inhibits tumorigenicity and
metastasis in mice
Having found the effects of down-regulated ZEB1
expression on cellular biological behaviors that exhibit
the B16F10 CD133 +CD44 + CSC-like properties in
vitro, we wanted to know if these effects would inhibit
tumorigenicity and metastatic potential of B16F10
shZEB1-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs in the mouse model.
Images in Figure 3A indicate that the tumor sizes on
day 43 after the mice were injected with B16F10 cells.
We found that all 6 mice developed tumors in 35 days
after being injected with 5 × 10 5 B16F10 shZEB1CD133+CD44+ CSCs, however, the tumor volume, the
time of tumor occurrence, and the tumor-free mice
days were significantly different from the other mice,
which was statistically significant compared with the
B16F10-scramble-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs group (p <
0.05) and the B16F10-CD133+CD44+ CSCs group (p
< 0.01), respectively. Figure 3B presents the dynamic
state changes of tumor volumes in B16F10 melanoma
bearing mice, while Figure 3C exhibits the B16F10
melanoma bearing mouse survival days in the three

groups were obviously different from each other. These
differences were statistically significant in shZEB1CD133 + CD44 + CSCs in contrast with B16F10scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p < 0.05), and B16F10scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p < 0.05), respectively.
Consistently, the down-regulation of ZEB1
expression in B16F10-CD133+CD44+ CSCs markedly
reduced tumor lung metastasis. This efficacy was
assessed by observation of lung tumor nodes 43 days
after mice were injected with the various cells (Figure
4A). Representative images of lung tissues show tumor
nodes in the different mice, which was statistically
significant between the B16F10 shZEB1-CD133+CD44+
CSC group and the B16F10 CD133 + CD44 + CSC
group (p = 0.007), or between the B16F10 shZEB1CD133+CD44+ CSC group and the B16F10 scrambleCD133+CD44+ CSC group (p = 0.0232) (Figure 4B).
Notably, a few metastatic tumor cells were seen in lung
tissue sections from the mice injected with the B16F10
shZEB1-CD133 + CD44 + CSCs as analyzed by HE
staining (Figure 4C). However, a lot of metastatic tumor
cells were found in the lung tissue sections from the
mice injected with the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs or
B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs as are shown in

Figure 4. The knockdown of ZEB1 in B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs inhibits tumor lung metastasis in mice. (A) Images
show tumor metastatic nodes in mouse lungs stripped from the mice 43 days after mice were injected with 5 × 105 B16F10
ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs and B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, respectively. (B)
Quantification analysis of lung tumor metastatic node counts. (C) Tissue sections derived from the mice 43 days after mice were
injected with the above different cells, respectively. Arrows point to the metastatic focus (400×). (D) Between-group differences
in the tumor metastatic focus in the different lung sections; refer to the statistically significant differences as indicated.
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Figures 4C and 4D. From these results, we concluded
that the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC-like properties
were significantly inhibited in the in vivo mouse model.
3.3. Impacts of down-regulation of ZEB1 in B16F10
CD133 + CD44 + CSCs on EMT-related molecular
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expression in tumor tissues
To evaluate the functional significance of the decrease
of ZEB1 expression, we tested the expression of
ZEB1, E-cadherin, N-cadherin, and vimentin in the
tumor tissues from B16F10 melanoma bearing mice

Figure 5. Detection of tumor EMT markers by Western blot. (A) The expression of E-cadherin, N-cadherin, vimentin, and
ZEB1 in tumor tissues from mice injected with 5 × 105 B16F10 ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, B16F10 CD133+CD44+
CSCs and B16F10 Scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, respectively. (B) Quantification analysis of molecular expression; refer to the
statistically significant differences as indicated.

Figure 6. Detection of tumor EMT markers by immunohistochemistry. (A) The expression of vimentin, E-cadherin, and
ZEB1 in tumor tissues from mice injected with 5 × 105 B16F10 ZEB1-shRNA-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, B16F10 CD133+CD44+
CSCs and B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs, respectively. Arrows point to positive cells that expressed the EMT associated
molecules (100×). (B) The semi-quantification analysis of molecular expression; refer to the statistical differences as indicated.
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by Western blot analysis. Figure 5A shows E-cadherin
expression in the B16F10 shZEB1-CD133 +CD44 +
CSCs was markedly higher than that of both B16F10
C D 1 3 3 +C D 4 4 + C S C s a n d B 1 6 F 1 0 s c r a m b l e CD133+CD44+ CSCs. There were significant differences
between the B16F10 shZEB1-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs
and the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs (p = 0.0051),
and between the B16F10 shZEB1-CD133 + CD44 +
CSCs and the B16F10 scramble-CD133+CD44+ CSCs
(p = 0.0042). Whereas the ZEB1, N-cadherin, and
vimentin indicated much lower expression in the
B16F10 shZEB1-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs than either
B16F10 CD133 +CD44 + CSCs or B16F10 scrambleCD133+CD44+ CSCs, which was statistically significant
as is shown in Figure 5B.
Similarly, the results of the immu¬nohistochemistry
in panels A and C of Figure 6 show the E-cadherin
expression in B16F10 shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs
was significantly increased while expression of
vimentin and ZEB-1 was decreased compared with
B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs and B16F10 scrambleCD133+CD44+ CSCs, which was statistically significant
as is shown in Figure 6B. These results demonstrated
that the increased expression of E-cadherin coupled
with the decreased expression of vimentin and ZEB1 may have inhibited the EMT process of B16F10
shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs in the mouse model.
4. Discussion
It is known that there are a subset of cells within a
tumor with "stem-like" properties. These cells represent
a distinct tumor subpopulation known as CSCs that are
responsible for tumor initiation, progression, metastasis,
therapeutic resistance and relapse (29). In this study,
we focused on the melanoma B16F10 CD133+CD44+
CSC-like properties, and wanted to know whether the
inhibition of the B16F10 CSC-like properties would
alter cellular tumorigenicity and metastasis potential.
We selected the transcription factor ZEB1 as a target
to inhibit the B16F10 CSC-like properties because
this is the role of ZEB1 and is tightly related with
the melanoma' CSC-like properties as described by
previous reports (5,6,17,18,30).
Since self-renewal is one of the main B16F10 CSClike properties, we first assessed the clone formation
capability and proliferative activity of B16F10 shZEB1CD133+ CD44+ CSCs. We found that knockdown of
ZEB1 not only markedly decreased clone formation
capability in common plate and soft agar media, and
proliferative activity of B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs,
but also significantly reduced the drug resistance
to epirubicin as well as the ability of migration and
invasion in vitro compared to B16F10 CD133+CD44+
CSCs and scramble-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs. The data
from this study demonstrated that the knockdown of
ZEB1 in B16F10 CD133 +CD44 + CSCs reduced the

ability for self-renewal, migration and invasion, which
may represent the decrease of tumor cell invasiveness
and stem-like properties, suggesting inhibitory roles
on B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSC-like properties. More
importantly, the knockdown of ZEB1 in B16F10
CD133+CD44+ CSCs inhibited the tumorigenicity and
distant lung metastasis potential. According to the CSC
hypothesis, the tumorigenicity and metastasis potential
represent mainly CSC-like properties in epithelial
originated tumor cells (31,32). Consistent with the
previously reported findings (2,5,6,17), our current
study demonstrated that B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs
had a multipotent, self-renewal capacity and strong
tumorigenesis, while the decrease of ZEB1 expression
in B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSCs caused reduction of
CSC-like properties, which may be good evidence that
ZEB1 serves as a crucial factor to maintain CSC-like
properties.
Metastasis is associated with poor prognosis for
melanoma, which is responsible for about 90% of
skin cancer-related mortality. The capacity of cancer
cells to undergo EMT is now considered a hallmark of
tumor metastasis (11,31). For this purpose, we tested
EMT related molecular expression in the tumor tissues.
Apparently, B16F10 shZEB1-CD133 +CD44 + CSCs
exhibited significantly decreased ZEB1 expression
compared with the control cells in the tumor tissues
analyzed by Western blot and immu¬nohistochemistry
assays. In addition, the expression of E-cadherin and
vimentin, which are characteristic molecules of EMT
that are closely associated with typical phenotype
changes of EMT in tumor cell growth and metastasis
(15,33,34), was significantly inhibited in the tumor
tissues from the mice injected with B16F10 shZEB1CD133+ CD44+ CSCs. These positive consistent data
allow us to suppose that the reduction of tumor cell
lung metastasis mainly is due to inhibition of the EMT
processes of B16F10 shZEB1-CD133+CD44+ CSCs.
In conclusion, the present study provides a better
understanding of ZEB1 roles in melanoma B16F10
CD133 + CD44 + CSCs. These data demonstrate
that the decrease of ZEB1 expression resulted in
inhibitory effects on the B16F10 CD133+CD44+ CSClike properties, and reduced the tumorigenesis and
metastatic potential in the melanoma mouse model.
These findings support the use of knockdown of ZEB1
approaches in future melanoma clinical trials.
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